WHAT’S BEEN BEFORE?
From racism to LGBTQ+ hate crimes, there’s still a lot to be done before everyone feels totally safe in their day-to-day lives. Previous NCSers have done great things, like getting schools to introduce policies to support the safety of LGBTQ+ students, and even a flash mob or two!

A PROJECT WORTH HIGHLIGHTING
A group of 15 NCSers in Brighton, all originally from different countries, chose to celebrate the diversity of their city by taking a positive stance on the topic of discrimination.

Bringing their creative skills together, they developed and launched a website and Instagram presence where they shared the stories of each team member, ‘Generation Z on the sea’. They also invited others in their community to contribute to the page.

But they didn’t leave it there. They held an exhibition at Saint Augustine’s Centre, a beautiful events venue in central Brighton, to celebrate the diversity of the city and to highlight the power of young people’s voices.

HOW CAN THIS PROJECT KEEP GROWING?
It’s great to see a team unite over their differences and celebrate them using their individual skills. And there’s so much scope to build on this! They could fundraise to finance a local social media campaign to get even more people sharing their stories. Plus their exhibition could expand and evolve with even more stories from locals. This is a great example of a project that can enrich the local community for years to come!